
 01   Welcome  

This consultation event has been organised by 
Raithwaite Estate in relation to its proposals for 
64 holiday cottages, 72 holiday apartments and 
64 forest lodges, alongside a restaurant and a 
swimming pool.   

 

Before we submit a planning application to 
Scarborough Borough Council, we are keen to 
understand what the local community thinks.  

 

Information leaflets and feedback forms are 
available at this public consultation and can be 
posted in the ballot box today or returned 
freepost. 

Raithwaite Estate is proposing 
plans to extend its luxury 
accommodation and leisure 
facilities. 



Raithwaite Estate’s 
significant investment in 
Whitby will create a 
unique, high quality 
holiday destination, that 
we believe will improve 
tourism in the district and 
generate a real economic 
boost for Whitby  

Our proposals will: 

 

 Complement the existing hotel and leisure 
facilities 

 Provide a range of high quality and unique 
holiday accommodation that will encourage 
year-round use 

 Enhance the quality of the landscape and 
improve access to surrounding areas 

 Include facilities that will be available for 
use, not just by guests, but also by local 
residents 

We are proposing 

A new, state of the art restaurant 

64 holiday cottages 

72 holiday apartments 

64 forest lodges 

A swimming pool 

The design team 
 

Architecture and masterplanning: 

Holder Mathias Architects 

Cost Consultant 

Edmund Shipway 

Planning Consultant 

NTR Planning 

Civil, Structural Engineering & Highways 

CoDA 

Services Engineering 

Edmund Shipway 

Landscape and Ecology 

Smeeden Foreman 

 02   Our Proposals 



Constraints 
 

Opportunities 

The site is extremely steep and hilly 

in places 

 
Hidden site allowing the creation of a 

very secluded development 

The coast line is protected from 

development 

 

Amazing natural coastal views 

The coast is north-facing 

 
The valley orientation creates a very 

sheltered and unique micro-climate 

There is Ancient Woodland on the 

site 

 
Opportunity to improve this natural 

habitat 

There are existing rights of way 

across the site 

 
Enhancement of the experience for 

people walking through the site and 

opportunity for site residents to visit 

surrounding countryside and villages on 

foot 

The Raithwaite Estate  
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When developing these proposals, we have 
worked hard to ensure our plans recognise the 
challenges posed by the location of our site, but 
also how these challenges can become 
opportunities. 

 03  The Site  



Landscape & Visual Effects 

The Landscape and Visual Impact Appraisal has identified the key locations for the assessment of views. Views are mainly localised 
from viewpoints directly adjacent to the site and those from a distance are limited due to intervening built form, vegetation and 
topography.  

 Viewpoint 1 from Whitby Abbey 

Viewpoint 2 from Whitby Sandsend 

Ecology 
To the west of the development area a field above 
the valley will be subject to ecological enhancement 
to improve the grassland and incorporate new 
hedges and some tree planting to compensate for 
areas of unmanaged grassland within the site. 
 
We have undertaken ecological habitat surveys and 
in addition have undertaken surveys for: 
 
 Woodland and Grassland botanical surveys 
 Bats 
 Badgers 
 Reptiles 
 Breeding Birds 
 
Bats have been found in some of the existing 
buildings and where necessary, such as the Valley 
Cottages a license will be applied for and mitigation 
designed within the proposed development. Bat 
transect surveys have been undertaken and this 
information will guide the lighting scheme for the 
proposals. 
 
A badger sett will probably have to be relocated and 
a license application would be made were planning 
permission to be granted. 
 
A method statement would be provided to manage 
slow worms utilising parts of the site and new habitat 
created to both compensate and extend suitable 
areas of habitat. 
 
Whilst only common woodland bird species were 
recorded we would improve habitat through 
providing a scheme of nest boxes and creating new 
grassland habitat in undeveloped parts of the estate. 
 
The woodland designation is also within a Site of 
Interest for Nature Conservation and which 
additionally includes grassland areas with the woods 
and grassland adjacent to the entrance drive to 
Raithwaite Hall Hotel. 

We will develop proposals to: 

 Replant existing gaps. 

 Fell poor quality trees and those susceptible 

to disease and replant. 

 Prepare a scheme of long term felling of 

small areas and replanting  

Ancient Woodlands can be 

cleared and re-established so 

long as the soil is conserved it 

can still develop  

As Ancient Woodland. 

Arboriculture 

The application site contains Ancient 
and Semi Natural Woodland, and 
also Ancient Replanted Woodland. 
The difference between these areas 
is hard to distinguish from site 
observation. 

 

We are preparing a woodland and 
ecological management plan 
identifying objectives and strategies 
to support both these designations. 

 
The woodland is dominated by  
non-native species. The objective 
for management is to develop a 
mixed age woodland with a range of 
predominantly native species. This 
will be designed to make the 
woodland less susceptible to 
species specific disease and to 
ensure continuous tree cover for 
generations to come. 

Site 

Site 

 04  Landscape & Ecology 



Proposed masterplan 
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When developing these proposals we have worked to produce a 
masterplan, which informs every aspect of our plans. This 
masterplan is based on the following principles: 

 

No development within the National Park 

 

The development being accessible from, but not visible 

when at, the coastline 

 

Enhancing the setting 

 

Minimising the impact on woodland through innovatively 

designed forest lodges 

 

Improving access around the site 

 

Enhancing parking on the site 

2 
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 05   The Masterplan 



Key to our proposals is a new 
village centre building. This will 
welcome people to the site, and 
be home to a shop, crèche, gym, 
tennis court and swimming pool. 
These facilities will be available 
for both guests and local 
residents. 

 

The village centre has been 
designed to complement the 
landscape, sitting within a 
natural bowl to minimise any 
visual impact. 

 06  Village Centre  



Detail precedents 

 A key aspect of these 

proposals is a state of the 

art, hillside restaurant. 

Designed to be almost 

invisible at first glance, the 

restaurant will be built into 

the hillside, offering 

spectacular views of the 

coast whilst being masked by 

both its location and green 

roof.  As well as an 80 seat 

restaurant, the building will 

feature a 30 seat bar.  

Restaurant concept 

 07   Restaurant 



Potential view from Sandsend Road 

Examples of local barn forms, materials & features Apartments 

 

Our plans include 72 
holiday apartments. 
These will be designed 
to resemble traditional 
Yorkshire barns, and will 
be clustered to look as if 
they could have 
developed over time. 

 

A mix of traditional and 
contemporary details 
and materials will be 
used to  make each 
apartment unique. 

Cottages 

 

We are proposing to 
construct 64 holiday 
cottages as part of this 
development. These 
cottages will be built in 
open areas and be 
designed to resemble 
buildings in North 
Yorkshire coastal 
villages. 

 

Clusters of cottages will 
be built, to recreate the 
natural layout seen in 
other villages along the 
coast. Much like the 
apartments, a range of 
materials will be used, 
to reflect the variety 
seen in existing 
cottages along the 
coast. 

Staithes—examples of local cottage settlement 

Local example 

 08   Apartments & Cottages  



Step 3: Building the floor slab 
 

A slab is constructed on the piles above the ground so that the 
undergrowth on the forest floor can re-populate the space underneath 
the building 

Step 2: Building foundations 
 

A mini piling rig small enough to fit through a standard door is used to 
create the foundations, with minimal damage to trees or the forest 
floor 

Step 1: Selecting the sites 
 

Carefully picking locations so that as few trees as possible will be 
affected 

Step 4: Constructing the lodge 
 

Each lodge will be delivered to site as a factory built flat-pack so that it 
can be assembled quickly without damaging the woodland, and 
ensuring an exceptional quality finish 

Concept precedents 

We are proposing 64 
cutting edge forest 
lodges. These have 
been specially designed 
to minimise the impact 
on the woodland, and 
will use bespoke, high 
quality materials to 
blend into the forest. 

 

The lodges will offer a 
unique opportunity to 
experience, nature up-
close. 

 09   Forest Lodges  



Sustainability will be embedded in the design approach to ensure that the  

impact of the construction and operation of the new buildings on the environment 
is reduced as far as possible. 
 

This approach covers everything from reducing pollution and energy use, to increasing  

biodiversity and creating environments that are healthy for people. This will be done through a 
range of methods, including: 

 

 Construction  

materials & waste 

 Clever design to minimise to optimise the use of 
materials and minimise construction waste 

 Off-site construction in a factory to further 
reduce wasted construction material through 
efficient design and fewer mistakes 

 Use of durable, environmentally-friendly  
 materials 
 Separate collection and storage of recyclable 

and food waste generated by visitors and in  

 running the buildings 

Energy Use & 

Pollution 

 High levels of insulation so that less energy is 
needed to heat the building 

 Carefully designed window sizes and positioning 
to allow natural ventilation which is better for the 
environment than using air conditioning 

 Large windows that let in lots of natural light 
 LED lighting technology which uses less power 

than traditional light bulbs or fluorescent lights. 
 
A range of renewable and energy-efficient  
 technologies will be considered: 
 
 Photovoltaics to generate electricity from  sun 

light 
 Air-source heat pumps use very little electricity 

to generate heat and hot water 
 Combined heat and power plant which uses 

waste heat from boilers to generate electricity 
 Charging points for electric cars 

 

Health and wellbeing 

 Designing for natural ventilation which creates a 
more pleasant environment and is better for the 
environment than using air conditioning 

 Large windows that let in lots of natural light 
and allow views out 

Water 

 Installation of water-saving taps, showers and 
toilets as well as energy efficient washing  

 machines 

Land-use &  

ecology 

 Reducing the impact of buildings on  
 ecologically sensitive parts of the site by using 
 clever design or avoiding building in these 
 areas altogether 
 Improve and enhance the existing natural  
 habitats on the site to ensure increased  
 biodiversity and long-term stability of the local 
 ecosystems 
 Use of green roofs to reduce visual impact and 

replace some of the ecological losses by  

 creating the buildings 

 10   Sustainability  



Before Raithwaite Estate submits a 
planning application to Scar-
borough Borough Council, we 
would like to hear your thoughts on 
the proposals.  

 

Please take time to consider these 
proposals. Information leaflets and 
feedback forms are available at this 
public consultation and can be 
posted in the ballot box today or re-
turned freepost. 

 

If you would like more information, 
or if you have any questions, you 
can contact us using the following 
details 

 

0800 319 6162 

 

raithwaite@localdialogue.com 

 

 

What’s next? 




